
SMART VOICE ALARM SYSTEM is one to multi channel prerecorded module,
externally triggered voice annunciation system with an internal low/moderate power
amplifier (or external high power amplifier). These units are very useful in heavy,
medium and small process industries.
SMART VOICE ALARM SYSTEM is a new and enhanced 1 to 32+ channel
prerecorded voice module. The prerecorded massages can be a voice, sirens, etc. Its ideal
application is warning alarms. Each channel can hold up to 7 or 20 seconds of recorded
voice or siren. The unit has an integrated amplifier or external output jack to connect high
power SMART EXTERNAL AMPLIFIER UNIT.
Each warning massage can be activated by non ohmic contact of an external relay
which is activated due to a fault in users system for which that corresponding
voice /alarm warning has to be played endlessly till the fault is rectified.
FEATURES:-

 1 TO 32+ channels of PREreorded voice or sirens.
 PRErecorded massages are up to 7 or 20 Sec. (Max.)
 Massages are stored in NON-VOLATILE memory.
 Continuous playback till non ohmic contact of external relay is open.
 Low/Moderate power integrated amplifier.
 External output jack for high power external Amplifier.
 16 SWG powder Coated steel metallic Enclosure.
 Customised features can be met.

SPECIFICATIONS:-

 OPERATING VOLTAGE: -220V AC/110 V AC.

 MESSAGE LENGTH: -7 or 20 SEC. PER CHANNEL.
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